The present study investigates how sequential coherence in sentence pairs (events in sequence vs. unrelated events) affects the perceived ability to form a mental image of the sentences for both auditory and visual presentations. In addition, we investigated how the ease of event imagery affected online comprehension (word reading times) in the case of sequentially coherent and incoherent sentence pairs. Two groups of comprehenders were identified based on their self-reported ability to form vivid mental images of described events. Imageability ratings were higher and faster for pairs of sentences that described events in coherent sequences rather than non-sequential events, especially for high imagers. Furthermore, reading times on individual words suggested different comprehension patterns with respect to sequence coherence for the two groups of imagers, with high imagers activating richer mental images earlier than low imagers. The present results offer a novel link between research on imagery and discourse coherence, with specific contributions to our understanding of comprehension patterns for high and low imagers.
Introduction

Coherence in sentence processing
Our daily lives are made up of events that occur in sequences. These events are preceded or followed by other events in predictable ways, such that we comprehend situations by finding the coherence between events. Most models of language comprehension agree that the goal of comprehension is to build coherent mental representations of described events. According to the Structure Building Framework [1] , this mental representation or structure is built through several component sub processes. First, as memory traces are activated by incoming language stimuli, these activated traces serve as the foundations for mental structures. Next, comprehenders augment their existing structures by mapping on new information when that incoming information coheres or relates to previously activated information, in which case some of the same memory traces are re-activated. When the incoming information is unrelated to previous information, mostly new memory traces are activated and comprehenders shift to initiate a new substructure. The more coherent the incoming information is with respect to previous information, the more likely the same or connected memory traces are to be activated. In contrast, the less the incoming information coheres with previous structures, the less likely the same or connected memory traces will be activated. In this case, the incoming information forms the foundation for a new substructure with a different set of active traces.
One way to measure coherence between clauses or sentences in discourse is offered by the event indexing model of Zwaan and colleagues [2] [3] [4] . According to the Event Indexing Model, events from subsequent clauses and sentences in a text are associated and integrated into long term memory based on their overlap on five situational dimensions: time, space, causation, motivation, and protagonist. The more dimensions that overlap, the stronger the connection between the two events. Likewise, a lack of overlap on multiple dimensions can lead to weak connections between events and difficulties in integration during comprehension.
Another way that events cohere is through causal patterns and repetition of frequently experienced events. Events that we experience in the real world typically follow clear patterns, and our understanding of these patterns is stored in what researchers have termed "scripts" [5, 6] . A script is a structured representation of a stereotyped sequence of events in a particular context and with a particular goal. The most common example is that of the restaurant script, in which experiential knowledge about the typical sequence of events that occur when we go to a restaurant is compiled (being greeted, being seated, receiving a menu, choosing a meal, ordering the meal, waiting, receiving the meal at the table, etc.,). This script then guides understanding and interactions in the context of going to a restaurant, as well as comprehension when reading about going to a restaurant. Violations of this script (mis-orderings, unrelated events) can cause comprehension difficulties [7] . Whether we speak in terms of script violations or lack of situational overlap on multiple dimensions, when one sentence describes a protagonist performing a completely different event than in the previous sentence, there is a lack of coherence with consequences on the comprehension process. In the present study, we are interested in the effect of this (lack of) coherence on the imageability of mental representations during comprehension, so we will now turn the discussion towards imagery and the nature of mental representations.
Perceptual representations and imagery in sentence processing
A growing body of research supports the idea that comprehenders understand event descriptions by activating simulations that incorporate perceptual information [8, 9] . For instance, comprehenders are faster to verify pictures when they match the perceptual constraints of the preceding sentence, such as shape [10, 11] and orientation of objects [12] . According to the simulation view of language comprehension, the words in a phrase or sentence partially reactivate traces of our experience, first activating word-level simulations that combine to yield eventspecific simulations of the larger phrase or sentence. These simulations are thought to be automatic, and they may not always be available for conscious assessment, especially the lowerlevel (word-level) simulations. However, many comprehenders indeed report seeing a sequence of visual images expressing the semantic content of the events described through spoken or written language. These images have been shown to influence later memory [13, 14] , and memory for text has been shown to increase as subjects produce more images while reading [15] . Furthermore, comprehenders can be classified as high and low imagers, with high imagers showing better recognition for text than low imagers, and low imagers' memory performance increasing when they are instructed to form visual images during reading [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This ability to form a vivid image of a described event has recently been linked to general semantic processing, as Jouen and colleagues observed increased relative pathway density issued from the temporo-parietal cortex hub of their semantic representation network for subjects who were better able to form vivid images of described events [22] .
This semantic representation system appears to be cross modal, such that the meaning of sentences presented auditorily over headphones and sentences presented visually on the computer screen activate the same patterns of mental imagery. Of course, there are modality-specific processes, such as the processing of visual word forms and auditory word decoding, which activate distinct cortical areas [23] . However, higher-level semantic processes are associated with the same network of brain activation whether the language input is visual or auditory [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Studies have even shown a common semantic network for event comprehension through language and image processing [22, [30] [31] [32] , lending further support to behavioral results showing cross-modal priming between words and pictures [33] .
The present study
The present study investigates how the coherence between two sentences can affect the ease with which simulations are evoked when we process auditory as well as visually presented sentences. In addition, we investigate how the ease of mental imagery affects the online comprehension process in the case of reading sequentially coherent and incoherent sentence pairs. On a given trial, two sentences are presented, either over headphones or on the computer screen, and each sentence describes an event. The protagonists always overlap between two sentences, but in half of the trials, these protagonists are described as performing two events in a common sequence (i.e. within a script), and on the other half of the trials, the protagonists are described as performing two completely different events (sequential incoherence). We ask participants to rate the imageability of each sentence. Recent research has shown that subjects generally have a good metacognitive understanding of their own mental imagery and they can reliably evaluate the vividness of representations [34] . Our ratings are then used to identify two groups of comprehenders based on their self-reported ability to form vivid mental images of described events. We expect that the sequential coherence between sentences pairs will affect imageability ratings for the second sentence of a pair for both auditory and visual presentations, such that the second sentence of coherent pairs will evoke mental images more easily and quickly than that of incoherent pairs. In addition, in order to assess online comprehension, reading times will be measured for each word in the visually presented sentences. We expect that high and low imagers will show differences in online comprehension when the second sentence of a pair is sequentially incoherent vs. coherent, with high imagers showing a greater effect of coherence on reading times than low imagers. In addition, with this online methodology, we are able to test the idea that the effects of coherence may be localized to the verb of the sentence [e.g., 35].
Method
Participants
Thirty-one healthy, native French-speakers (16 men; mean age: 22.12; SD age: 5.65) participated in the experiment. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The experiment was conducted in agreement with the world medical association declaration of Helsinki. The study was performed under approval (Authorization No. 10028) from the Rhône-Alpes Préfecture review board authorizing biomedical research at the Stem Cell and Brain Research Institute. Volunteers were informed about the experimental procedures before they provided written consent to participate.
Materials
One hundred experimental sentence pairs were created, each describing agents performing everyday activities that follow scripted/predictable sequences of events (See S1 File for sample stimuli). Fifty of the sentence pairs were presented visually in the center of the computer screen, one word at a time, and fifty were presented auditorily over headphones. For both sets of fifty visually and auditorily presented sentence pairs, half (25) of the pairs described a coherent sequence of two events (e.g., "The woman waited in line at the bakery. She bought a baguette."), and half (25) described two events that did not belong to the same coherent sequence (e.g., "The man read the menu at the restaurant. He repaired the car."). The presentation of visual vs. auditory sentence pairs was blocked, whereas sequentially coherent and incoherent pairs were randomly presented within these blocks. Each of the 100 sentence pairs was presented both visually and auditorily (female native-French speaker), but two lists were created such that any given sentence pair was presented visually on one list and auditorily on the other list. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two lists, assuring that participants were exposed to all 100 sentence pairs, but never saw the same sentence presented both visually and auditorily. Using the Lexique database [36] , sentences were normed in terms of frequency to assure compatibility across the coherent and incoherent conditions. Sentences were also comparable in terms of grammatical constructions and number of characters per sentence (average of 71) for the two conditions, as well as the number of sentences about female vs. male protagonists, and adults vs. children.
Procedure
During the experimental session, half of the participants saw the visually presented block of 50 sentence pairs first, and half of the participants heard the auditory block first. Whether visual or auditory, each trial began with a green fixation cross, indicating the beginning of a new sentence pair. Participants pressed the spacebar to start the trial, upon which the fixation cross disappeared and participants would either hear or see the first sentence of the pair. If the trial was part of the visual block, sentences were presented one word at a time in black font in the middle of a white screen, and this serial visual presentation was self-paced such that participants pressed the space bar to advance from word to word (response times were recorded). This differs from normal reading in that words cannot be skipped, and the words that have already been read cannot be read again (no backtracking), making it more similar to auditory presentation. In the auditory block, whole sentences were presented as wav files.
After participants had pressed the spacebar to the last word of the visually presented sentence, or after the auditorily presented sentence had finished, participants were asked how easily they were able to represent or imagine this sentence from 1 (very difficult to represent, nonvivid image) to 5 (very easy to represent, highly vivid image), using the GHJKL keys on a keyboard, relabeled 12345. This 5-point scale was chosen to remain similar to the revised version of the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ-2; [37] ) in which the participant considers specific scenes and situations and rates the vividness of the representation along a 5-point scale. It should be noted that vividness and imageability are related but not identical, and while Denis and colleagues used the VVIQ to measure the vividness of the representation (the detail and content of the mental image; [16, 17] ), the emphasis in the present study was on the ease with which a sentence evokes a mental image. After their imageability response was made, the > symbol appeared, alerting participants to prepare for the second sentence of the pair. Once participants pressed the spacebar, the second sentence played over headphones (in the auditory block) or the first word of the second sentence was presented in the middle of the screen (in the visual block). When participants had pressed the spacebar to the final word of the sentence, or once the sentence wav file had finished, the same imageability rating screen appeared and participants were instructed to rate the imageability for the second sentence using the same buttons 1 through 5. These ratings and their response times were recorded. The experiment lasted approximately 40 minutes, and was run on a laptop PC with 14" display using the E-Prime stimulus presentation software [38] . At the end of the experimental session, participants responded to a 1-page questionnaire about their reading habits and their experience during the experiment (difficulty in either modality, any special strategies for representing the sentences).
Hypotheses 1) We expected coherence between sentence pairs to affect imageability ratings such that second sentences would elicit higher imageability ratings when they describe a sequentially coherent rather than a sequentially incoherent event with respect to the preceding sentence. 2) These ratings were also expected to be made more quickly for sequentially coherent rather than sequentially incoherent events. 3) This benefit of coherence should be most marked on high imagers, as these comprehenders should have richer and faster representations to compare. 4) Given previous findings [17] , it is possible that high imagers read slower than low imagers in general, as their rich representations may come at the cost of reading speed. 5) We expect that coherence will affect reading times in visually presented sentences such that sequentially coherent second events are read more quickly than sequentially incoherent second events, especially on the verb of the sentence. 6) This effect may depend on the strength and speed of the representation, such that high imagers show a greater effect of coherence on reading times than low imagers. 7) Finally, as listening and reading have been shown to produce equivalent higherlevel semantic representations, the effects of imageability were not expected to differ for auditory vs. visual sentence presentations.
Results
Data analysis
The dependent measures of interest were the participant's imageability rating from 1 to 5 for each sentence, as well as the time to make this rating for visually and auditorily presented sentences. The time to read each word was also a dependent measure for visually presented sentences only. As the sentences used for the sequentially coherent and incoherent conditions could not be counterbalanced because of practical constraints of the stimuli, it was necessary to take into account the length of each word on the reading time for that word in the experiment. To accomplish this, the response time for each word was divided by the number of syllables in that word. As words in the sequentially incoherent condition were compared to words in the same sentence position in the sequentially coherent condition, sentence position did not have to be controlled for. The resulting response times above or below 3 standard deviations for each condition were excluded. Likewise, for the times to make the imageability ratings, latencies over or under 3 standard deviations from a participant's mean for a given condition were removed prior to running the analyses. This constituted removal of about 1% of the data. In addition, 4 participants were removed before analyses because they showed no variability in imageability ratings, answering 5 out of 5 on every trial without properly contemplating the task.
A K-means clustering method (k = 2 choice validated with a Bayesian Information Criteria) was used to identify the remaining 27 subjects as high imagers (n = 14; visual condition mean = 4.59, sd = 0.25; auditory condition mean = 4.58, sd = 0.26) or low imagers (n = 13; visual condition mean = 3.50, sd = 0.28; auditory condition mean = 3.63, sd = 0.51). Statistical analyses employed repeated measures analyses of variance (rmANOVA) on the imageability ratings, the times to make these ratings, and reading times for individual words in visually presented sentences. The first two measures were subjected to a rmANOVA incorporating the within-subjects factors modality (visual vs. auditory presentation), coherence (sequential vs. non-sequential sentence pairs) and sentence order (first vs. second sentence), and the betweensubjects factor imageability group (high vs low imagers). ANOVAs were initially run to include the presentation order of block modality (visual or auditory block first) but no significant effects of block order were observed, and as this factor had no theoretical contribution to the study, it was removed from the analysis (43% of participants classified as low-imagers had seen the visual block first, and 69% of high imagers had seen the visual block first). Word reading times for second sentences in the visual condition were submitted to a rmANOVA including the within-subjects factors coherence (sequential vs. non-sequential sentence pairs) and word order (word1, word2, word3, word4), as well as the between-subjects factor imageability group (high vs low imagers). Specific effects for each factor were identified by Bonferroni post-hoc analysis, and significance level was established at a 95% confidence interval.
Imageability Ratings
The first dependent variable of interest is the imageability rating, for which means and standard deviations are displayed in Table 1 . While most participants maintained relatively high imageability ratings (all stimuli were pre-tested to be highly imageable), we were able to distinguish two patterns of responses, corresponding to high and low imagers ( Table 1 ). The difference between these two groups was of course highly significant [F(1,25) = 79.0, p < 0.001] regardless of visual or auditory presentation.
The rmANOVA showed a clear main effect of coherence on the imageability ratings [F (1,25) = 27.4, p < 0.001], such that the sentences from sequentially coherent pairs were rated as more imageable than sentences from sequentially incoherent pairs. This effect was qualified by a significant interaction between coherence and sentence order (Fig 1) [F(1, 25) = 22.4, p < 0.001], wherein the effect of coherence, as expected, was only present on the second sentence of the pair (Bonferroni: p < 0.001), and not on the first sentence (Bonferroni: p = 1).
These effects were further qualified by a four-way interaction among coherence, sentence order, modality, and group [F(1,25) = 4.4; p < 0.05]. This interaction was largely driven by a ceiling effect for high imagers, whereby their already high imageability ratings did not increase from the first to the second sentence in sequentially coherent pairs in both presentation modalities, while ratings for the low imagers increased significantly from first to second sentences of coherent pairs both in the visual (Bonferroni: p < 0.001) and auditory (Bonferroni: p < 0.005) modalities. In contrast, for sequentially incoherent pairs, both high and low imagers' ratings significantly decreased from first to second sentences in both visual (Bonferroni: p < .001) and auditory (Bonferroni: p < 0.001) modalities. Furthermore, second sentences yielded significantly higher imageability ratings for sequentially coherent than for incoherent sentences in both modalities for both groups (all Bonferroni: p < 0.001).
Response times for imageability ratings
Response times to make imeageability ratings are presented in Fig 2. As observed with the imageability ratings, the times to make these ratings also showed a significant main effect of coherence [F(1,25) = 21.9, p < 0.001], which was qualified by an interaction between coherence and sentence order [F(1, 25) = 31.6, p < 0.001]. While there were no coherence differences on Coherence Enhances Imagery in Sentence Comprehension rating times on the first sentence, rating times were faster for sequentially coherent rather than sequentially incoherent second sentences in both modalities (Bonferroni: p < 0.001). The coherence effect was also qualified by an interaction between coherence and group [F(1,25) = 5.7, p < 0.05] and a three-way interaction among coherence, group and order [F(1,25) = 4.6, p < 0.05]. Only for high imagers and only on the second sentence, rating times were faster for sequentially coherent sentences compared to incoherent sentences (Bonferroni: p < 0.001). Likewise, only ratings from high imagers on coherent pairs yielded a difference between first and second sentences (Bonferroni: p < 0.01).
Word reading times for visually presented sentences
The rmANOVA for word reading times on the second sentences yielded an interaction between coherence and word order [F(3,75) = 5.2, p < 0.01] as well as an interaction between 
Discussion
In the present study participants read or heard pairs of sentences describing two sequentially coherent events or two sequentially incoherent events and they provided imageability ratings.
Results showed clear effects of sequence coherence on participants' ability to create a vivid image of described events. In general, imageability ratings were higher and faster when a pair of events was sequentially coherent rather than when the pair described two sequentially incoherent events, especially for high imagers, despite a ceiling effect for sequentially coherent ratings. In addition, high imagers showed slower reading times on the verb of sequentially incoherent sentences relative to coherent sentences, whereas low imagers showed faster reading times on sequentially incoherent relative to coherent words following the verb, suggesting different comprehension processes for high and low imagers. The modality of sentence presentation did not yield major differences, suggesting that higher-level semantic representations are cross modal, at least in the context of this visual imagery evaluation. The fact that imageability ratings were higher and faster for sequentially coherent rather than incoherent sentence pairs suggests that comprehenders are more quickly able to construct a richer representation when an event description is coherent with previously comprehended information. This effect is generally consistent with previous research [39] and fits with theories of language comprehension that postulate facilitation for incoming information that overlaps with previous linguistic input [1] [2] [3] 7] . In interpreting the results it is important to keep in mind that subjects were asked to rate their ease of imageability for each sentence, which may indeed have artificially inflated the use of imagery during the comprehension task. While this may shift the task a bit further along the continuum from automatic activated simulations in the direction of deliberate imagery, the relative differences (coherent vs. incoherent, high vs. low imagers) are clearly informative. Furthermore, the differences in online reading times to individual words also suggest that the imagery invoked in the present study is more in line with rapid real-time sentence processing.
It is also important to correctly characterize the difference in coherence between the sentences in sequentially coherent and sequentially incoherent pairs. The protagonists are always overlapping, but in sequentially coherent pairs, they are described as performing two events in the same sequence, and on sequentially incoherent pairs, the protagonists are described as performing two completely different events. In terms of the Event-Indexing Model [2] [3] [4] , all dimensions overlap in the case of sequentially coherent sentence pairs, whereas most or all dimensions except for the protagonist change in the case of sequentially incoherent sentence pairs. Because the protagonists are always re-referenced, this second case constitutes more of a shift in time or storyline rather than a completely incoherent or unrelated event. In the context of a list of events that a protagonist did throughout the day, two non-sequential events would not be considered incoherent. However, as the two sentences are presented in isolation, the comprehender most likely expects a continuation of the initially described event, so a second sentence that shifts to a new event may be interpreted as something of a script violation, especially in cases where the first event is part of a stereotyped situation. Even when the initial event is not part of a scripted situation, the sequentially incoherent second sentence will lack sufficient connections to the preceding sentence to be integrated and a new representational structure must be initiated.
Regardless whether we speak in terms of script violations, initiating a new substructure, or lack of overlap on multiple dimensions of a situation model, it is clear that sequentially incoherent second sentences were not well integrated with the previous sentences, giving rise to slower and lower imageability ratings. There are several possible mechanisms that may underlie this slowdown and decrease in imageability ratings. A cognitive search effort to resolve the coherence violation could cause interference with (or recruit resources away from) the activation of a simulation of the event. Alternatively, the facilitated imageability in coherent sentences could result from a combined representation (and thus a richer image) of both sentences of the coherent pair as compared to a less rich representation of only the second sentence in sequentially incoherent pairs. However, while this combined representation may be richer, it does not necessarily yield shorter rating times. It is also possible that the imageability ratings might be affected by lexical priming between the two sentences, which may have been greater in sequentially coherent pairs, but this would not explain the differences between high and low imagers. The most probable explanation is that the second sentence of a coherent pair may be, to a certain extent, already included in the representation evoked by the first sentence. For instance, if the first sentence describes a woman in line at the bakery, the reader/listener (especially high imagers) may activate a simulation of this situation that includes her buying bread. Then, when the second sentence is presented ("She bought a baguette"), the process of creating a mental image should be easy and rapid, as it was mostly completed already.
While the underlying mechanism of the imagery facilitation remains speculative, recent findings suggest that lexical priming and mental imagery effort may be able to be disentangled. Brouwer and colleagues propose that the N400 is linked to lexical retrieval rather than semantic integration, and therefore is an index of lexical priming [40] . Alternatively, the P600 component is argued to reflect the effort in reworking an initial mental representation in terms of discourse semantics, rather than the revision of a syntactic analysis as traditionally viewed [40] . Even in the absence of syntactic difficulty, a larger P600 is observed when a novel discourse referent has to be established [41] , or an instrument has to be inferred [41, 42] . This could be an index of the effort required to activate a discourse-appropriate mental image of the incoming sentence, regardless of lexical priming. When some aspects of the described situation are already provided by the previous sentence, this effort will be reduced, producing smaller P600s as well as shorter reading times as seen here. EEG experiments on the current stimuli set are underway to further investigate the mechanisms underlying the observed imagery facilitation.
Aside from their ceiling effect on imageability ratings, the observed effects of coherence were stronger for high imagers than low imagers, especially in rating times. This suggests that high imagers are more quickly able to activate rich simulations of the described events than low imagers, and therefore they are more sensitive to effects of sequence coherence as they compare their rich representations. No other measures of comprehension ability (reading span, working memory, vocabulary measures) were collected in the current study, so it is not possible to determine whether imageability capabilities might be linked to general comprehension skill. However, sensitivity to coherence in imageability of the stimuli is suggestive of general language ability, and it could be that the ability to activate a rich, vivid simulation is closely associated with or even partly responsible for comprehension skill in general. Indeed, using this same imageability measure in a combined fMRI and DTI study, Jouen and colleagues [22] observed a correlation between the relative pathway density originating from the temporoparietal cortex for a given participant and that participant's mean imageability ratings for sentences similar to those used in the present study. This suggests a potential functional link between the ability to activate vivid simulations of described events and the strength of temporo-parietal connections in a brain network for semantic representation.
High imagers showed a speedup in reading times for sequentially coherent compared to sequentially incoherent pairs on the second word of the sentence, which was the verb on over 80% of trials. This suggests that the high imagers were more sensitive to the coherence between the two sentences earlier than low imagers, perhaps because their event simulations were more vivid or were activated more quickly. This is consistent with the idea that high imagers are more likely to activate a simulation of the first sentence that also includes the situation described in the second sentence. Thus, when a coherent second sentence is encountered, the simulation is already largely in place and only needs to be verified or slightly modified, whereas the simulation for an incoherent second sentence would have to be constructed entirely. It is important that this coherence sensitivity is localized to the verb of the sentence, as verbs have been shown to drive event simulations [35] , and this was the main source of disambiguating information about the event described in the second sentence.
While the low imagers do not show this sensitivity on the second word of the sentence, they do show sensitivity to the incoherence on the following word, manifest in faster reading times for sequentially incoherent compared to sequentially coherent pairs on the third word of the sentence. This somewhat counter-intuitive finding can also be explained by the idea explained above that low imagers are less likely to activate a simulation that includes both the action described in the first sentence (waiting in line at the bakery), as well as the probable subsequent action (buying bread). In this case, a coherent second sentence still requires the activation of a simulation of buying bread, as well as the integration of the two coherent simulations, which causes higher imageability ratings but also a slowdown just after the verb of the sentence. In the case of an incoherent second sentence, the simulation is also activated, but the integration is not required, probably due to an abandonment of the search-after-meaning process [43] . Under certain circumstances, readers may abandon the effort to establish or maintain coherence. For instance, when they consider the input to be completely lacking in global coherence, no effort is made to resolve that lack of coherence. They might also abandon the effort to establish coherence when they do not possess the resources or relevant knowledge, or if their goals do not require them to do so. In the present study, low imagers may have lacked the resources (vividness or speed of simulation) to establish coherence between the two sequentially incoherent sentences, so that they abandoned the effort to do so, and increased their reading speed immediately following the critical point of the sentence, the verb. Alternatively, low imagers may have had lower self-imposed goals for constructing a coherent representation of the sentence pair, or they may have found the sequentially incoherent pairs less related than high imagers did, so that they were more likely than high imagers to abandon efforts to maintain coherence. Although our data do not allow us to determine the underlying cause, it is probable that the low imagers abandoned the search-after-meaning process just after the point of disambiguation (the verb) on sequentially incoherent sentences, and this caused the speedup just after the verb relative to sequentially coherent sentence pairs. The flip side of this is that low imagers spent more time and effort integrating sentence pairs when they were sequentially coherent, which is consistent with Denis' finding [17] that rich imagery comes at a cost to reading speed. Only when the second sentence is judged to be incoherent do low imagers seem to forego this mental effort.
The fact that low imagers show a later effect of coherence than high imagers may suggest that imageability is linked to other general measures of comprehension. For instance, the current finding is consistent with previous research in which low span comprehenders were slower to activate perceptual representations than high span comprehenders [10] . In that study, high and low span comprehenders responded to pictures that either matched or mismatched a target object's shape (flying or perched eagle) as implied by the preceding sentence context ("In the sky/nest there was an eagle."). When pictures were presented 750 ms after the target object was mentioned as the last word of the sentence, both high and low span comprehenders showed faster responses for the matching picture, demonstrating that they had activated a contextually appropriate perceptual representation of the target object. However, immediately upon hearing the target object mentioned as the last word of the sentence, only high span comprehenders demonstrated the match effect, whereas low span comprehenders required more processing time before the perceptual representation was activated. Interestingly, and similar to the current study, low span comprehenders took longer to respond at the later interval when their perceptual representation had been activated than at the immediate interval when they had not yet activated a perceptual representation.
On a more general note, the fact that sequential coherence between sentences can impact the imageability of representations has implications for experimental psychology methodologies, especially with respect to perceptual simulations in language comprehension. If simulations during language comprehension become easier and more vivid as the sequential relation between events increases, then experiments that present unrelated sentences (or even words) in isolation may evoke less rich simulations. This study suggests that lists of unrelated stimuli (words, sentences) should yield weaker perceptual effects [11] and perhaps motor effects [44] than larger texts and naturalistic "in context" language stimuli. Likewise, within any subject population, perceptual tests of mental simulations may produce weaker effects for those participants who are low imagers. These factors should be taken into account when testing for perceptual (and perhaps motor) differences in mental simulations.
In conclusion, the present study shows that sequential coherence between two sentences in a pair affects the perceived ability to form mental images of the sentence pairs. Imageability ratings were higher and faster when a pair of events was sequentially coherent rather than when the pair described two sequentially incoherent events, especially for high imagers. This effect held for both auditory and visual presentations. These ratings, in addition to reading times on individual words, suggested different levels of simulation for high and low imagers, with high imagers more likely to simulate both events in a sequence when the first is presented. Low imagers seem to limit their simulation to the currently described event, and seem more likely to abandon efforts to establish links between the sequentially incoherent sentences. While further research is required to better understand the specific mechanisms underlying the relationship between coherence in event sequences and imageability, it is clear that sequential coherence can impact the imageability of described events, and the ability to vividly simulate events can impact comprehension patterns for coherent and incoherent stimuli.
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